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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Bass Hill as an account of the school's operations and
achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Melissa Proctor

Principal

School contact details

Bass Hill Public School
611 Hume Hwy
Bass Hill, 2197
www.basshill-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
basshill-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9644 3431

Message from the Principal

In 2018 Bass Hill Public School commenced the journey of a new 3 year school plan. The focus was on ongoing
improvement in order to work towards achieving our whole school vision of building a community of global citizens
equipped with the skills, capabilities and determination to learn anywhere, any time in order to meet the challenges of an
ever changing society'.

The staff culture at Bass Hill Public School reflects three overarching tiers that guide everything we do. These are;
 • Students are placed at the centre of all decision making
 • Learning is about more than curriculum
 • Relationships are the means by which everything occurs.

A new staff induction program was developed in 2018 to reflect these 3 important aspects and ensure everyone is aware
of the expectations for learning and students.

The school continued to develop and strengthen engagement with families and our community hub connected with more
and more parents across the school. A number of our mums were trained in a teachers aide course, working in
classrooms across 2018 and the school is now looking to employ them to support students in 2019. Parents also took
part in "Tuning into Kids" – a 6 week program to support developing emotional intelligence and social skills in children.
We also ran a number of highly successful workshops in mathematics to encourage parents to support their child's
learning at home.

2018 was my final year as principal at Bass Hill PS. The 5 years I have been able to lead at Bass have been the highlight
of my career up to now and the culture we have built around students, staff and our community makes me extremely
proud. Bass Hill PS have a staff that go above and beyond to ensure every student in the school gets what they need
and achieves success. The families and community are a vital part of Bass Hill PS and work in conjunction with staff to
ensure high expectations and a school focused on learning and achievement.

Melissa Proctor
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School background

School vision statement

Bass Hill Public School builds a community of global citizens equipped with the skills, capabilities and determination to
learn anywhere, anytime in order to meet the challenges of an ever changing society.

School context

Bass Hill Public School is a dynamic school delivering primary education from Pre–school to Year 6. Our school is
located in the inner south west of metropolitan Sydney. Established in 1923 we continue our proud history of public
education as part of the New South Wales Department of Education, designing learning to meet the needs of our 400
students. We have a team of highly committed teachers, support and ancillary staff ensuring the specific needs of our
children are met in safe and responsive learning environment. Our cultural diversity is our greatest asset enriching the
social and educational experiences of our children, teachers and parents. Our population has students from non–English
speaking (87%) and English speaking backgrounds who come together with a strong sense of identity and partnership.
We work for our students to have opportunity, purpose and success in their learning. Our teachers commit to their
professional growth to build a school with a culture that continuously improves on what it does for all. Meaningful
relationships based on trust and mutual respect along with the wellbeing of all people connecting with our school is a
critical part of how we do what we do. The school is committed to open communication and evidence informed practice.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

In the learning domain, a whole school focus on numeracy, resulted in students building an understanding of what
effective mathematicians do to solve problems and the importance of seeing themselves as mathematicians. Students
developed their conceptual understanding of mathematical ideas through rich learning tasks that build their capacity to
problem solve, visualise, reason and communicate their thinking. Only a year in, evidence is showing a measurable
increase in the number of students across the school who can use the correct mathematical terminology to 'explain their
brain' and persevere with challenging tasks, where previously they may have given up.

In the teaching domain, the implementation of a whole school approach in mathematics, resulted in a major shift in how
staff plan, teach and assess mathematics, with the Working Mathematically outcomes that underpin the syllabus now
driving all teaching and learning experiences. Consistency of implementation across every classroom by building a
shared language and practice around classroom norms, formative assessment, feedback, making mistakes, growth
mindset, working mathematically is in place with explicit systems for collaboration and feedback set up to ensure and
sustain quality teaching.

In the leading domain, there was a continued focus on sustaining a culture of evidenced based teaching and ongoing
improvement. The new 3 year school plan is driven by three overarching projects or directions ; Mathematics, Mindsets
and Family Engagement with other processes tied in, including Technology, Embedded Formative Assessment and
Engagement and all professional learning is aligned to the plan. To support ongoing leadership development a Mentor
role statement was developed to support the beginning teacher program and Deputy Principal Instructional Leaders built
the capacity of teacher mentors in fortnightly professional development sessions that focussed on coaching.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

STUDENT LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT                    Students are self determined, confident & active learners in  an
ever–changing world

Purpose

To equip our students with the essential skills, understandings and mindsets that ensure they have lifelong choice,
opportunity and purpose. We want our students to develop confidence and a passion for learning that will last them a
lifetime.

Overall summary of progress

Our 2018 focus on Mathematics resulted in considerable improvements across a range of targeted areas. A big focus
throughout the year was the embedding of the teaching of positive norms and mindsets within mathematics. Staff were
introduced to the work of Jo Boaler and Carol Dweck and set about intentionally teaching a growth mindset and the
impact of this was reflected in Tell them From Me data, with three quarters of students indicating their belief that every
person can learn maths to a high level, suggesting an increase in confidence and engagement.

In terms of student achievement, our internal and external measures showed increased growth in mathematics
achievement., with our NAPLAN growth particularly strong when compared with statistically similar schools. Furthermore,
as a result of professional learning around consistent teacher judgement, more stage 1, stage 2 and stage 3 students
were awarded a 'B' grade for one or more areas of mathematics than in previous years.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Consistent student growth in
NAPLAN

Funds expended in this
direction were tied to
student resources, staff
professional learning and
Instructional Leaders.

Student growth at 107 points as compared to 98
points in statistically similar schools

Increased proportion of students
in the top two bands of NAPLAN

This improvement measure will be examined in
years 2 and 3 of the School Plan

Increase in desirable quadrant for
skills/challenge in the TTFM
student surveys

TTFM data 76% of students believe that everyone
can learn maths to high levels

Increase in interest and
motivation in TTFM student
surveys

TTFM data shows that over 1/3 of students in Years
4–6 enjoyed maths more this year than previous
years

Increased proportion of K–6
students meeting
age–appropriate progress in the
National Learning Progressions.

This improvement measure will be examined in
years 2 and 3 of the School Plan.

Next Steps

We will continue to focus on consistently embedding positive norms and mindsets into the planning, teaching and
assessment of mathematics. There will be a focus on providing opportunities for staff to share their team's approach
through sharing ideas, resources and systems that have been put in place in different stage teams to explicitly teach and
promote positive norms and mindsets.

We will look more broadly at Pedagogies of Engagement (high cognitive, high operative and high affective) and will
continue to work towards establishing consistent practices that can track and monitor student engagement so that we
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can triangulate this with TTFM survey data as well as data showing student achievement to understand the impact we
are having and where to next.
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Strategic Direction 2

STAFF LEARNING, TEACHING AND LEADING                       Teachers are highly trained collaborators, leading
purposeful and responsive                       research–informed              practice

Purpose

To invest in teachers so they have the pedagogical content knowledge to move learning forward at an individual, class
and whole school level. We want our teachers to be reflective and discerning users of research, evidence and resources
to create powerful learning experiences and utilise each other as resources to improve practice and achieve school
excellence.

Overall summary of progress

With the beginning of a new school plan, 2018 saw a shift in our professional learning focus towards quality teaching in
mathematics. We began the year exploring the current research around what a quality learning environment for
mathematics looks like, as well as upskilling staff in the research that underpins the mathematics syllabus, with a
particular focus on conceptual understanding through centring lessons around the achievement of working
mathematically outcomes.

Having gained insight into the research that drives our syllabus, we shifted our focus to how this looks at a planning,
teaching and assessment level, spending the remainder of the year building staff capacity to effectively use backward
mapping to develop teaching and learning programs that aim for conceptual understanding, rich task design to engage
all students in deep learning in Mathematics and formative assessment practices to ensure teaching is responsive to
student need.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increased number of staff at all
levels leading mathematics
professional learning within and
across stages and schools.

Funds expended in this
direction were tied to
employment of an above
establishment Deputy
Principal that led the
improvement in
mathematics. Funds were
also spent on staff
professional learning and a
3–6 Instructional Leaders to
support implementation
across the school.

– All Assistant Principals demonstrated the ability to
lead the changes in practice established in stage
based professional learning sessions.

– By the end of the year, all staff were able to share
systems and practices they had been using in one
of our target areas of Tracking and Monitoring
student progress.

Increased staff confidence and
capability in implementing the
maths syallbus and highimpact
teaching and learning practices
underpinned by research.

75% of classroom teachers reported feeling more
confident teaching Mathematics in 2018 than in
2017

All classrooms use technology to
improve learning in mathematics.

This element of the School Plan has not been
addressed yet. It will be a focus for 2019– end
2020.

All classrooms reflect a
mathematically rich learning
environment.

– All classrooms display images to encourage and
promote a growth mindset. Many classrooms
display student work that highlights norms such as
depth of understanding being more important than
speed and accuracy.

Next Steps
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2018 was a huge year of learning for all staff. With many new staff commencing at our school this year, as well as some
staff returning or changing roles, it will be essential that professional learning focusses on embedding the practices learnt
last year. Semester one will prioritise using professional learning time to consolidate staff learning, primarily by devoting
this time to planning and design of quality mathematics programs.

Once these practices are embedded, the next focus will be returning to a deeper exploration of Di Seimon's Big Ideas of
Mathematics, using this as vehicle to build staff familiarity and confidence with working with both the syllabus and
support documents such as the Numeracy Progressions.
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Strategic Direction 3

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT AND WELLBEING                            An empowered community with the capabilities to support
learners and learning

Purpose

To create a culture that recognises families as a source of valuable knowledge and capitalise on these effective
home–school partnerships to support student achievement and school improvement.

Overall summary of progress

2018 was a great year of progress for our third Strategic Direction. The cornerstone of our work with the community was
the successful implementation of several parent workshops over the course of the year. These workshops centred
around building the knowledge of our parents to understand the pedagogical approach our school takes to teaching
mathematics so that parents know how best to support their child's learning at home. Families were taught about
mindsets, current research and were given practical strategies and resources, including a 'maths pack' which provided
concrete materials and activities to use at home.

In addition to this, most classes began to use Class Dojo as a means of communicating with families so that they could
see the teaching and learning happening in their child's classroom first hand. Maths homework was also revised K–2,
with the introduction of 'counting cards' to consolidate and build fluency in targeted skill areas.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increased levels of parent
satisfaction in the school via Tell
Them From Me survey results.

Funds expended in this
direction were tied to
building engagement
through online tools and
workshops

Tell Them From Me survey results indicate parents
are on average more satisfied with the school than
the DoE average. In the area of ' Parents Feel
Welcome' the school scored 8.1, 0.5 above the
NSW DoE average. In the area "Parents Support
Learning at Home', the school scored 7.2, almost
one full point above the DoE average of 6.3.

Increased number of parents
participating in school
decision–making, community hub
events and an increased number
of parents in community
leadership roles.

Increased levels of community
subscription to communication
systems including apps and
social media channels.

Funds went towards setting
up a new app

All classes across the school were using Dojo as a
means of communication and engaging with the
platform. An new app and online newsletter also
saw increases in the number of people subscribing

Increased levels of attendance at
face to face and online parent
workshops.

Over the year, we had 1/3 of parents engage in
some sort of parent workshop for Mathematics,
higher than any previous levels.

Increased teacher confidence in
engaging families to strenghten
learning

Most parents in the TTFM survey indicated that
their child's teacher had spoken to them at least 3
times in 2018 about their child's learning or
behaviour, suggesting increased confidence on the
part of teachers in building ongoing, supportive
family partnerships.

Next Steps

In 2019, we will continue to focus on having significant numbers of parents participating in face to face workshops. We
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will also begin to look at how we can build parent engagement and expertise in helping their child at home with
mathematics through online platforms. Furthermore, we will look at how we can expand the homework program
established in K–2 to create a whole school approach.

To further enrich this learning we will start to explore research bases around authentic family engagement and
partnerships to ensure that our community involvement goes beyond curriculum workshops and is interwoven and
embedded into all aspects of our school.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading Approximately $7000 The 8 Ways of Learning program was trialled
as a framework for developing Personalised
Learning Programs for these students. Staff
worked closely with families, and the
feedback received was positive, however
some families felt there were too many
questions not relevant to their own
circumstances

Our partnership with BCRG and the AECG
continued.  For the first time, our Aboriginal
students learnt 2 traditional dances and
performed these for the whole school as part
of our Reconciliation Week celebrations. For
NAIDOC week, we had workshops running
simultaneously in art, language, storytelling
and jewellery making. With no financial
contribution required, as there had been in
previous years, every student and staff
member participated, making this event more
inclusive than ever.

We also established a partnership with
Chester Hill High School, whose choir
performed the National Anthem in Darug
language at our Reconciliation Week
Assembly.

.

English language proficiency $113 094 was spent on
staffing and approximately
$5000 was spent on
training of staff

Our EALD teachers continued to support
teachers and students across the school. A
New Arrivals Program was implemented for
newly arrived students to support them in
transition to school and their English
acquisition.

Low level adjustment for disability $277 815 was spent on
staffing in this area

Learning and support teachers, wellbeing
assistant principal and student learning
support officers were all employed to support
student learning and behaviour across the
school.

These positions ensured that tiered
interventions and targeted supports were
provided for students in both learning and
behaviour resulting in improvements in both
areas and an increase in the value added as
a school.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$65 487 000 was spent of
staffing in this area

Assistant Principals were provided with a day
off a fortnight to work with a mentor and go
into classrooms to support teaching and
learning. This resulted in teachers improving
their practice through modelling and team
teaching as well as increasing their
understanding of how or program and assess
effectively.

Socio–economic background Approximately $450 000
was spent in this area to
support learning and
wellbeing across the
school.

In 2018, socio–economic funds were used to
support and facilitate a range of programs
across the school including;

– Employment of a speech therapist to
support student P–2
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Socio–economic background Approximately $450 000
was spent in this area to
support learning and
wellbeing across the
school.

– Employment of a hip hop dance teacher to
support wellbeing and creative arts

– Employment of a Deputy Principal
Instructional Leader

– Employment of extra classroom teachers
and interventionists to allow for targeted
support in teaching, learning and behaviour

– Creating an extra Assistant Principal
wellbeing position to build the capacity of staff
and students in understanding behaviour and
social and emotional learning.

Support for beginning teachers $31 000 Every beginning teacher was given a mentor
to meet with each week  and provided with
additional time off class to work with that
mentor. Our beginning teachers also received
targeted professional learning in
understanding behaviour and classroom
management
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 216 186 187 193

Girls 183 168 175 176

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 92 92 93.7 92.4

1 91.3 93 92.8 92.5

2 92.5 92.9 94.2 91.9

3 93.4 92.5 90.8 93.7

4 92.6 93.8 93.8 89.5

5 93.7 93.3 93.6 91

6 90.6 92.7 94.1 91

All Years 92.3 93 93.3 91.7

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Attendance is monitored by the classroom teacher and
Assistant Principal Wellbeing. At the start of the year,
attendance data was shared with all staff, as well as
proven strategies on how to improve a student's
attendance. Students were informed about the
importance of school attendance at a school assembly.

We have systems and procedures in place to monitor
school attendance.

– After three days of continual absence, teachers
phone home. Teachers follow up with parents for an
explanation, in person or by sending a note home.

– Attendance is monitored every 5 weeks by the AP
Wellbeing. All information, especially students of
concern, are communicated to the Learning Support
Team.

– For students of concern, letters are sent home, along
with a summary report of attendance and interviews
requested.

– Students, whose attendance is less than 85% or who
are regularly late to school, are placed on a LAMP.
Their attendance is monitored closely by the classroom
teacher and AP Wellbeing.

– Improvements in student attendance are rewarded.

– Students who continue to be of concern are referred
to the Home School Liaison Officer. Meetings with
parents are organised and improvement plans are
developed.

For many of our students and families, with attendance
concerns it is an ongoing problem. When interventions
are put in place, there is a dramatic improvement,
however, they are unable to sustain it, and so the
process starts again. Also, many of our families go
overseas for long periods of time, negatively impacting
on their and the school's attendance figures.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 20.78

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.9

Teacher Librarian 0.8

Teacher ESL 1.2

School Counsellor 1

School Administration and Support
Staff

4.12

Other Positions 1

*Full Time Equivalent

Bass Hill Public School do not have any staff members
that are Aboriginal.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 
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Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 90

Postgraduate degree 10

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

In 2018 one teacher applied and was successful in
attaining accreditation at proficient level with NESA.
Teachers who have yet to attain this accreditation at
Bass Hill PS are in their first year of teaching and are
working closely with an experienced mentor to build
their capacity, with the view to achieve their
accreditation in the future.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 1,073,850

Revenue 5,354,918

Appropriation 5,179,015

Sale of Goods and Services 33,470

Grants and Contributions 135,656

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 6,777

Expenses -5,258,999

Recurrent Expenses -5,273,879

Employee Related -4,809,311

Operating Expenses -464,568

Capital Expenses 14,880

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 14,880

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

95,918

Balance Carried Forward 1,169,769

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding.

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or

community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 2,690,456

Base Per Capita 71,788

Base Location 0

Other Base 2,618,667

Equity Total 940,896

Equity Aboriginal 6,404

Equity Socio economic 479,868

Equity Language 170,524

Equity Disability 284,101

Targeted Total 18,747

Other Total 1,350,406

Grand Total 5,000,505

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
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are discouraged during these transition years.

Spelling results in year 3 demonstrate growth in the
number of students achieving the tops bands when
compared to  the school average from 2016–2018.
There is also a demonstrated reduction in the in the
number of students in the bottom bands. With our
investment in building teacher capacity in English
pedagogy in 2018, we are excited to watch these
results further improve in the future.

Spelling results in year 5 demonstrate a reduction of
students in the bottom bands but also in the top 2
bands, indicating that further work needs to be done in
building teaching capacity in the area of spelling.

In year 3 numeracy, it is demonstrated that there has
been a significant push from the bottom bands towards
band 4. This can be attributed to the schools
investment into building teacher capacity in numeracy
through the Early Action for Success reform while these
students were in K–2 as well as the beginning of the
work that was started in 2018 with challenging
traditional mindsets in mathematics and building
teacher's understanding of the big ideas that underpin
our syllabus documents.

Year 5 numeracy results also demonstrate a reduced
number of students achieving in the bottom bands,
however there is also a decrease in the number of
students achieving in the top bands this year, indicating
that further work needs to be done in this area
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Bass Hill Public School continues to improve on its
results against the Premiers Priorities in 2018, with
increased numbers of students achieving the top two
bands in literacy and numeracy in NAPLAN for the
second year in a row, a result of the ongoing
commitment to building.  teacher capacity and a
relentless pursuit of providing personalised learning for

all of our students.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Tell Them From Me survey results indicate parents are
on average more satisfied with the school than the DoE
average. In the area of ' Parents Feel Welcome' the
school scored 8.1, 0.5 above the NSW DoE average. In
the area "Parents Support Learning at Home', the
school scored 7.2, almost one full point above the DoE
average of 6.3.

Tell Them From Me survey results indicates that 84%
of students believe that important concepts are taught
well and their class time is used efficiently, which is 2%
higher than NSW DoE averages. 85% of our students
also feel classroom instruction is well–organised, with
clear purpose, and with immediate feedback that helps
them learn which is above the NSW DoE average of
82%.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Bass Hill had a population of 7 Aboriginal students
across K–6 in 2018. The 8 Ways of Learning program
was trialled as a framework for developing
Personalised Learning Programs for these students.
Staff worked closely with families, and the feedback
received was positive, however some families felt there
were too many questions not relevant to their own
circumstances, leading us to consider making use of a
modified version of the framework that is more
responsive to the needs of our families.

Our partnership with BCRG and the AECG continued,
as we built upon the success of Bass Hill Mob last year.
For the first time, our Aboriginal students learnt 2
traditional dances and performed these for the whole
school as part of our Reconciliation Week celebrations.
For NAIDOC week, we had workshops running
simultaneously in art, language, storytelling and
jewellery making. With no financial contribution
required, as there had been in previous years, every
student and staff member participated, making this
event more inclusive than ever. We also established a
partnership with Chester Hill High School, whose choir
performed the National Anthem in Darug language at
our Reconciliation Week Assembly.

Staff continued to find meaningful ways to embed
Aboriginal education into teaching and learning
programs. This included RFF staff incorporating
Aboriginal perspectives into their programs and a term
long English program in Stage 1 that explored
Dreamtime stories.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Our cultural diversity is our greatest asset at Bass Hill
PS enriching the social and educational experiences of
our children, teachers and parents. Our population has
students from non–English speaking (87%) with the

main language background being Arabic.

Our school maintains a strong focus on Multicultural
Education across all areas of the curriculum, by
ensuring programs develop the knowledge, skills and
attitudes required for a culturally diverse society. We
have trained EALD teachers that work closely with staff
and students to meet the needs of our students from
our many cultural backgrounds and languages.  These
EALD teacher are members of the school Intervention
Team, and closely monitor the progress of any ESL
student who may need intensive assistance with their
learning.

To address the anti–racism component of education,
we have a trained member of staff as the Anti–Racism
Contact Officer.

Other school programs

The Community Hub Program

The Community Hub is a national program, and is
jointly funded by Community Hubs Australia and SSI
(Settlement Services International). The Hubs work with
local schools to support families by providing
opportunities that promote a sense of belonging and
participation within a safe, welcoming, family friendly
environment. The Hub is a place where people can
meet, learn and make new friends.

Bass Hill Community Hub is in its third year, and we
have seen a steady growth in hub families join our
unique hub community. In 2018, the hub provided
opportunities for hub families to participate in Parents
as Confident Community Members, a program
facilitated by Chester Hill Neighbourhood Centre, which
provided parents with practical information on
managing challenging behaviours, healthy eating and
well–being. Our Community Iftar Dinner in 2018 was a
huge success as a few of our hub mum's prepared and
cooked for the whole school/community event, it truly
was a community affair, and well received by the school
community. Throughout 2018, the hub continued to
deliver free English Conversation Class and partner
with Koorana Children and Family Services in offering
weekly playgroup, both these programs have seen an
increase in families accessing the hub.

2018 also saw some extra–ordinary outcomes for some
of our hub participants. We were able to provide one of
our English Class participants the opportunity to
facilitate an arts and crafts class, giving her the chance
to practice her English whilst sharing her knowledge
and expertise of art with the class. Through funding, we
were able to provide one hub volunteer employment at
the hub as our paid childminder, offering the possibility
for parents with children to participate in a variety of
programs held at the hub, such as First Aid, English
Class..

Commencing in Term 3 2018 and concluding at the end
of Term 1 2019, the hub partnered with a registered
training organisation who delivered Education Support
Certificate IV for 14 hub participants. Melissa Proctor,
Bass Hill's outgoing principal saw the amazing potential
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of some of the students had, and offered 7 of the 14
paid employment at Bass Hill Public School as casual
teachers aides. This was by far, our most successful
initiative, not only because some students were offered
employment, but for many of them, it was the first time
in many years that they were being actively employed.

2018 saw an increase in families participate in the hub
and subsequently become active members of the
school community. We have seen amazing growth in
many individuals and have been able to provide some
very personal and much needed emotional support for
many others. Together with Bass Hill PS staff, we
endeavour to meet the needs of our families so that
they feel supported and heard, so they can continue to
be active members of the hub/school community.

We look forward to the year ahead.

Francesca & Mecca

Bass Hill Community Hub Leaders
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